How to Increase Website Traffic from A-Z
A. Answer your comments!
B. Backlinks create backlinks and links in your comments.
C. Categorize your posts, makes it easy for your visitors to find what they want.
D. Daily activity, make it a habit doing, at least, one positive chore daily on your website.
E. E-books, downloads, handouts, printable stats. Give them freely!
F. Forums. Sign in on appropriate forums and attach your website there.
G. Guest blogs. Write guest blogs and leave your website link on your blog.
H. Headlines attract people. When you look at the newspapers, they use it constantly
I. Invest time! Skip the television, the GameCube, and the tea parties, you are working!
J. Jaaxy. Use the no.#1 keyword tool Jaaxy. Or another keyword tool, but use one!
K. Keywords, keyword phrases. How to use? 1 x 100 words, 1 x in picture alt tag. 1 x in H2 tag.
L. Link to older posts on your own website.
M. Menu. Ask friends or family how users friendly your menu is. Stand next to them and observe
how they navigate.
N. Niche relevant articles are crucial for your visitors.
O. Original content is a must. Do not copy and paste from others.
P. Promote and publicize your posts on social media.
Q. Quality, write Quality posts.
R. Review companies and try to get a backlink on their websites.
S. Shareable content will go its own way. When visitors like your content they will share it.
T. Tag and describe your article properly, so the search engines can find it.
U. Users profiles. Create a user profile on other sites.
V. VisionBoard. Pinterest! Use your vision to share with others on Pinterest.
W. Wordswordswords, how many does a post need? Write articles of at least 500 words/1000 is
better.
X. eXercise yourself in perseverance and continuity.
Y. YouTube, create your own YouTube channel and subscribe to channels with relevant topics
Z. Zig Ziglar. You were born to win, but to be a winner, you must plan to win, prepare to win,
and expect to win.

Enjoy yourself working online!
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